A comparative genetic map of rat, mouse and human genomes.
The increasing availability of molecular markers and the development of highly efficient gene mapping strategies for the mouse, rat and human genomes have generated vast quantities of information allowing for the progressive refinement of comparative maps. In this publication we report on an updated version of our rat/mouse/human comparative genetic map, based on the mouse map. Databases for mouse, rat and human gene mapping were used for the collection of homologs mapped in the species. The comparative map was constructed with a total of 1,235 mouse loci having known homologs in the rat and/or human: 16 having homologs only in the rat, 884 having only in the human and 335 both in the rat and human. The combined length of the segments conserved between the rat and mouse spans 758 cM on the mouse map. This indicates that about 47% of the mouse genome is now covered by known rat homologous regions. Five novel regions homologous for the rat and mouse were identified. This comparative genetic map should be useful for researchers working on genetic studies in the rat, mouse and human.